Weird War Trivia

Which war was fought due to a dispute over a severed body part? W_____ of J_______ E____
Who was the only cast member of the television series M*A*S*H to have actually served in the military during the KOREAN WAR?
Which event sparks the CRIMEAN WAR?
Which event sparks the FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR? E_____ D____________
How long does the HUNDRED YEARS WAR last? ____ Years (Hint: square root of 13,4)
How long does the THIRTY YEARS WAR last? ____ Years (Hint: =1648 -16
How long does the SEVEN YEARS WAR last? ____ Years (Hint: =1763 -17
Which Four WARS are associated with the SEVEN YEARS WAR? (1756 - 1763)
W____ of J_______ E____ ; W____ of A___________ S____________ ;
K____ W____________ W____ ; F____________ & I____________ W____.
Which Two LEADERS emerge from the SEVEN YEARS WAR? G_______ W____________ & C____________ the G__________.
Who are the Three EMPERORS of the BATTLE of THREE EMPERORS? (a.k.a. Battle of Austerlitz
Emperor N________ B___________ (France), Czar A_______________ (Russia), &
Emperor F________________ (Holy Roman Empire).
How long does the SIX DAYS WAR last? ____ Days (Hint: 132.5 hours / 24 hours
On June 14, 1800 in Morengo, Italy, Napoleon Bonaparte narrowly escapes death from the Austrian army. What three things result from this particular battle? 1) a tasty c_______ r_____ 2) Appert’s b________ p___________ & 3) s____________ of the French c_______
When was the FOUR DAYS WAR? ____ A.D. (Hint: [10,000 + cube root of 8]

Secret Signals?

"... one if by land, two if by sea."
"The violins of autumn wound my heart with monotonous languor."
"Believe it or not."
"- - ."
"shave & a haircut, two-bits."
"The temperature is 105 and rising." (April 29, 1975)
"I’m dreaming of a white Christmas..." (April 29, 1975)
"T-O-R-T-U-R-E"